The following template will be used to facilitate ICANN constituency/stakeholder statements that can inform WSIS discussions and, potentially, be used as a foundation for a joint constituency/stakeholder statement regarding WSIS. The template will be raised at the Workshop and used to facilitate a discussion about constituency positions and output (follow-up to the Workshop).

1. Name of Constituency/Stakeholder Group; description of group; contact information.

2. Role group plays regarding the Internet's system of unique identifiers and its stable and secure operation (what do you do?).

3. Explain how ICANN's activities/responsibilities effect what you do.

4. Explain why and how your group's members participate in ICANN (and give examples of some of the priority ICANN issues/activities in which your group’s members are involved).

5. Activities outside of ICANN: What are some of the Internet-related issues/activities addressed by your group's members that are outside of ICANN's mandate? What are some of the other international and national fora in which your group’s members are involved?

6. Internet governance: Identify the other international or regional organizations your group’s members work with, if any, on Internet governance discussions/issues [eg. ITU, WIPO, OECD, CITEL, APEC-TEL, IETF, etc.]. Explain how your group members have participated in WSIS.

7. Internet Governance: What other Internet issues -- outside ICANN -- affect your group's interests and how?